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p Ž .The so-called Vilenkin systems and the Hardy spaces H 0 - p F 1 with
respect to Vilenkin groups will be considered. We investigate certain means of the
partial sums of Vilenkin]Fourier series. It will be shown that these means, as
operators from H p to L p, are bounded. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
ŽIt is well-known that the trigonometric or the Vilenkin especially the
. 1Walsh]Paley system doesn’t form a basis in L . Moreover, there exist
functions in the corresponding Hardy space H 1 whose partial sums are
not bounded in L1. Thus it is of interest to investigate certain means of
functions belonging to H 1. The first result in this connection can be found
w xin Smith 7 for the trigonometric system. The analogue of Smith’s theorem
w xwith respect to the Walsh]Paley system was obtained in Simon 4 .
Namely, the next statement on strong convergence for Walsh]Fourier
series holds
n 5 51 S f y f 1k
lim s 0,Ýlog n kn“‘ ks1
where f belongs to the dyadic Hardy space H 1 and S f denotes the kthk
partial sum of the Walsh]Paley]Fourier series of f.
The analogue of Simon’s result for Vilenkin systems was verified by Gat´
w x w x1 . Furthermore, in Weisz 10 a generalization for the two-parameter
Walsh]Paley system was proved. Moreover, Weisz showed the bounded-
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5 5 p Ž .ness of certain means of S f 0 - p F 1 for all f belonging to thepk , l
p Ž .two-dimensional dyadic Hardy space H , where S f is the k, l th partialk , l
sum of f with respect to the two-parameter Walsh]Paley system and H p
is defined by means of a diagonal maximal function. We remark that
Weisz’s theorem doesn’t involve a similar result in the one-dimensional
w xcase. However, in Simon 5 we showed the one-dimensional analogue of
the theorem of Weisz. Moreover, in the case 0 - p - 1 the corresponding
result was also obtained for the Walsh]Kaczmarz system.
w xIn the present work the Walsh]Paley result of Simon 6 will be
p Ž .extended to arbitrary Vilenkin systems. Hardy spaces H 0 - p F 1 are
defined by the L p norm of a maximal function with dyadic character
w x pintroduced earlier by Simon 3 . The atomic characterization of H plays
Žan important part in our investigations also see e.g. the book by Weisz
w x.9 .
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION
In this section we introduce the most important definitions and nota-
tions and formulate some known results with respect to the Vilenkin
w xsystems. For details we refer the reader to the book by Schipp et al. 2 .
Ž .If m s m , m , . . . , m , . . . is a sequence of natural numbers such that0 1 k
Ž  4.m G 2 k g N [ 0, 1, . . . then for all k g N we shall denote by Zk m k
 4the m discrete cyclic group. Let Z be represented by 0, 1, . . . , m y 1 .k m kk
The group operation in Z , i.e., the addition modulo m , will be denotedm kk
by [. Let ] be the inverse of [.
G will denote the complete direct product of Z ’s; then, G forms am m mk
compact Abelian group with Haar measure 1. The usual symbol L p
Ž .0 - p F ‘ denotes the Lebesgue space of complex-valued functions f
Ž . 5 5 Ž < < p.1r p Ž .defined on G with the norm or quasinorm f [ H f p - ‘pm G m
5 5 < <and f [ ess sup f , respectively.‘
Ž .The elements of G are sequences of the form x s x , k g N , wherem k
Ž . Ž˙x g Z for every k g N. If y s y , k g N g G then x q y [ x [k m k m kk
.y , k g N is the sum of x, y in G . The symbol y stands for the inverse˙k m
˙of q.
The topology of the group G is completely determined by the setsm
I [ I 0 [ x , x , . . . , x , . . . g G : x s 0 j s 0, . . . , n y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . 4n n 0 1 k m j
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙0 / n g N, I [ I 0 [ G . Let I x [ x q I 0 n g N and0 0 m n n
I x , k [ y , y , . . . g I x : y s k 4Ž . Ž . Ž .n 0 1 n n
Ž .x g G , k g Z , n g N .m m n
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We shall need the concept of the intervals introduced earlier in Simon
w x  43 . To this end we take a set of indices I s n g N : k F n F t for some
w xk, t g N, k - t. If s denotes the integer part of a real number s and
d I [ n g N : k F n F k q t r2 , 4Ž . Ž .0
d I [ n g N : k q t r2 - n F t , 4Ž . Ž .1
Ž . Ž .then these sets are disjoint and I s d I j d I . We say that I is0 1
Ž . Ž .dyadically decomposed. Let the sets d I and d I be dyadically de-0 1
Ž .composed if this is possible and let this process continue. A set J ; I is
a so-called dyadic subset of I if it is derived from I during the above
process.
We shall say that the set I ; G is an interval if I is of the formm
I s I x , l ,Ž .D n
lgU
< <where U is a dyadic subset of Z for some n g N. The measure I of them n
interval I is evidently a ? My1 , if a denotes the cardinality of U andnq1
n
M [ m .Łnq1 j
js0
Ž .Of course, I y is an interval for all y g G , s g N.s m
ŽIt is well-known that the characters of G the so-called Vilenkinm
ˆ 1.system form a complete orthonormal system G in L . Ifm
2pi xn
r x [ expŽ .n mn
'Ž Ž . .n g N, x s x , x , . . . g G , i [ y 1 , then these functions and their0 1 m
finite products are evidently characters. Let these products be ordered in
Paley’s sense, which means the following enumeration of the elements of
Gˆ . We write each n g N uniquely in the formm
‘
n s n M ,Ý k k
ks0
Ž . Ž .where M \ 1, M k G 1 are defined above and n g Z k g N . It0 k k m k
ˆcan easily be seen that the elements of G are nothing but the functionsm
‘
nkC [ r .Łn k
ks0
ˆIf m s 2 for all n g N then G is the well-known Walsh]Paley system.n m
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1 ˆThe Fourier coefficients of a function f g L with respect to G arem
Žˆ . Ž .denoted by f k k g N ; i.e., let
fˆ k [ f C .Ž . H k
Ž .Here the bar stands for the complex conjugation. Furthermore, let
ny1
ˆS f [ f k C 0 - n g NŽ . Ž .Ýn k
ks0
ˆbe the nth partial sum of f with respect to G . Then S f can bem n
represented as a convolution, i.e.,
S f x s f t D x y t dt x g G ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙Hn n m
Gm
where D is the nth Dirichlet kernel defined byn
ny1
D [ C 0 - n g N .Ž .Ýn k
ks0
The D kernels have some good properties often used in further investiga-n
Žtions. For example, we have the next representation for D 0 - n sn
‘ .Ý n M g N :ks0 k k
m y1‘ k
jD s C r D . 1Ž .Ý Ýn n k Mk
ks0 jsm ynk k
For the special kernels D a very easy formula holds, namely,Mk
0 x g G _ IŽ .m kD x s k g N . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Mk ½ M x g IŽ .k k
Ž . Ž . Ž .From 2 it follows that S f x s M H f k g N, x g G .M k I Ž x . mk k
1 Ž .If f g L then the so-called Martingale maximal function of f is given
by
1
Uf x s sup f x g G ,Ž . Ž .H m< <I II
where the supremum is taken over all intervals I containing x. Define the
Ž . pMartingale Hardy space H for 0 - p as the space of f ’s for which
5 5 p 5 U 5f [ f - ‘.H p
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p Ž .The atomic description of H 0 - p F 1 plays an important part in the
investigation with respect to Hardy spaces. For this description we recall
first the concept of the atom as follows: the function a g L‘ is called a
p-atom if either a is identically equal to 1 or there exists an interval I for
which
¡ i supp a ; IŽ .
y1r p5 5 < <ii a F IŽ . ‘~ 3Ž .
iii a s 0.Ž . H¢
I
p Ž .We shall say that a is supported on I. If f belongs to H 0 - p F 1 then
f is given by
‘
f s l a , 4Ž .Ý k k
ks0
‘ < < pwhere each a is a p-atom and Ý l - ‘. Furthermore, there existk ks0 k
positive constants c , C depending only on p such thatp p
1rp‘
p p5 5 < < 5 5c f F l F C f , 5Ž .ÝH Hp k pž /
ks0
Ž . Žwhere the infimum is taken over all decompositions 4 of f. From now on
c , C , and C will denote positive constants depending at most on p, notp p
.always the same at different occurrences.
Ž . U < <By 2 it is clear that f G sup S f . Moreover, if m is bounded thenn Mn
5 U 5 5 < < 5 Ž 1. Ž w x.f is equivalent to sup S f p ) 0, f g L see e.g. Weisz 9 .p pn Mn w xThe next result of Simon and Weisz 6 is a Hardy]Littlewood-type
ˆinequality with respect to G which will be used in the proof of our mainm
theorem:
1rpp
‘ fˆ kŽ .
p
p5 5F C f f g H , 1r2 - p F 2 . 6Ž . Ž .Ý Hp2ypkž /ks1
3. STRONG CONVERGENCE
It is well-known that the Vilenkin system, especially the Walsh]Paley
system, doesn’t form a Schauder basis in L1. Moreover, there exists a
function in H 1 such that its partial sums are not bounded in L1. Hence, it
is of interest that certain means of the partial sums of functions from H 1
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w xcan be convergent. Namely, in Simon 4 we proved that in the Walsh case,
i.e., when m s 2 for all n g N,n
n 5 51 S f 1k 15 5lim s f f g H . 7Ž .Ž .Ý 1log n kn“‘ ks1
Ž .Furthermore, it was proved that 7 follows from the next statement on
strong convergence:
n 5 51 S f y f 1k 1lim s 0 f g H . 8Ž .Ž .Ýlog n kn“‘ ks1
Ž . Ž . Ž .It is not hard to see that 7 is also equivalent to 8 . Moreover, for 7 it is
enough to show that
n 5 51 S f 1k 115 5F C f 1 - n g N, f g H 9Ž .Ž .Ý Hlog n kks1
Ž w x. Ž . Ž . w xsee Simon 6 . The Vilenkin analogue of 7 ] 9 can be found in Gat 1 .´
w x Ž . p Ž .In Weisz 10 a certain extension of 9 to H 0 - p F 1 spaces was
given with respect to the two-parameter Walsh system. For the one-param-
Ž . p Ž .eter variant of Weisz’s result, i.e., for the extension of 9 to H 0 - p F 1
with respect to the Walsh]Paley and Walsh]Kaczmarz systems, see Simon
w x5 . In the present work we shall show that this extension holds also for
Vilenkin systems. Namely, the next theorem is true.
1THEOREM. Let - p - 1 and let m be arbitrary. Then there exists a2
constant C such that for all f g H pp
‘ p5 5S f pk p
p5 5F C f . 10Ž .Ý Hp2ypkks1
Ž .Moreo¤er, if m is bounded then 10 holds for e¤ery 0 - p - 1.
Proof of Theorem. Let us estimate the sum in the theorem as follows:
p Ž . pm y1 jq1 M y1‘ ‘ n n5 5 5 5S f S fp pk ksÝ Ý Ý Ý2yp 2ypk kks1 ns0 js1 ksjMn
Ž .m y1 jq1 M y1‘ n n1 p5 5F S f .Ý Ý Ý pk2ypjMŽ .ns0 js1 ksjMn n
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore, taking into consideration 4 and 5 , for 10 it is enough to
prove that for all p-atoms a we have
Ž .m y1 jq1 M y1‘ n n1 p5 5S a F C .Ý Ý Ý pk p2ypjMŽ .ns0 js1 ksjMn n
w xIn the proof we apply and generalize the method of Gat 1 . To this end let´
a be a p-atom. Without loss of generality we can assume that a is
supported on
b
I [ I 0, lŽ .D N
lsa
Ž Ž ..for some N g N with suitable a and b. Thus H a s H a s 0 and see 3G Im
y1rp
b y a q 1y1r p5 5 < <a F I s . 11Ž .‘ ž /MNq1
Ž . Ž .It is clear that a j s 0 j s 0, . . . , N y 1 , i.e., that S a s 0 for allˆ N k
k s 1, . . . , M y 1. This means that we need to show the inequalityN
Ž .m y1 jq1 M y1‘ n n1 p5 5S a F C . 12Ž .Ý Ý Ý pk p2ypjMŽ .nsN js1 ksjMn n
5 5 p Ž .For this purpose let S a k s M , M q 1, . . . be decomposed in thepk N N
following way:
5 5 p < < p < < p < < pS a s S a q S a q S a . 13Ž .p H H Hk k k k
I G _ I I _ Im N N
Ž .Applying Holder’s and Parseval’s inequalities we get by 3 the next¨
estimation:
pr2
p 2 1ypr2 p 1ypr2 p pr2 1ypr2< < < < < < 5 5 < < 5 5 < < < <S a F S a I F a I F a I I F 1.H H 2 ‘k kž /I I
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Ž .To estimate the second integral in 13 let N 2 k G M , then the basicN
Ž . Ž .properties 1 and 2 of Dirichlet’s kernels imply
< < pS aH k
G _ Im N
pNy1 Ny1
p< <s S a s a t D x y t dt dxŽ . Ž .˙Ý ÝH H Hk k
I _ I I _ I Ii iq1 i iq1is0 is0
Ny1
s a t C x y tŽ . Ž .˙Ý H H k
I _ I Ii iq1is0
pm y1i l
j= r x y t D x y t dt dxŽ . Ž .˙ ˙Ý Ý l Ml
ls0 jsm ykl l
p
m y1Ny1 iy1 i
js a t C t k M q M r x dt dxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý ÝH H k l l i iž /I _ I Ii iq1is0 ls0 jsm yki i
pm y1Ny1 iy1 i
p js a k k M q M r x dx.Ž . Ž .ˆ Ý Ý ÝH l l i i
I _ Ii iq1is0 ls0 jsm yki i
From the last equality it follows by elementary calculations that
pkNy1 ir x y 1Ž .p ip p< <S a F a k M 1 q dxŽ .ˆ ÝH H pk i ž /G _ I I _ I r x y 1Ž .m N i iq1is0 i
m y1p p pNy1 Ny1 iM M 2p i is a k qŽ .ˆ Ý Ý Ý pM M 2pi li iq1is0 is0 ls1 0exp y 1
mi
m y1pNy1 iM 1p iF a k C q CŽ .ˆ Ý Ýp p p lMiq1 pis0 ls1 0sin
mi
m y1pNy1 iM 1p i pF a k C q C mŽ .ˆ Ý Ýp p i pž /M liq1is0 ls1
Ny1 pMp piF a k C q C m F C a k .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆÝp p i pž /Miq1is0
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< < p Ž .Now, we have to give an estimation for H S a k G M . First letI _ I k NN
Ž . Ž .k s jM , . . . , j q 1 M y 1 for some j s 1, . . . , m y 1, then by 1 andN N N
Ž .2
p< <S a s a t C tŽ . Ž .H H Hk k
I _ I I _ I IN N
p
m y1Ny1 N
¤= k M q M r x y t dt dxŽ .˙Ý Ýl l N Nž /ls0 ¤sm yjN
ppy1F M a kŽ .ˆN
pm y1N
¤q a t C t M r x y t dt dx.Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ÝH H k N N
I _ I IN ¤sm yj˙N
< <The second integral H . . . can be estimated here in the wayI _ IN
pm y1N
¤a t C t M r x y t dt dxŽ . Ž . Ž .˙ÝH H k N N
I _ I IN ¤sm yjN
m y1 bN
s a t C t MŽ . Ž .Ý ÝH H k N
Ž . Ž .I 0, l I 0, sN Nssaw xls0, lf a , b
pm y1N 2pi¤ l ] sŽ .
= exp dt dx ,Ý mN¤sm yjN
pm y1 m y1bN N 2pi¤ l ] sŽ .
s A M exp dt dx ,Ý Ý ÝH s N mŽ .I 0, l NN ssaw x ¤sm yjls0, lf a , b N
where A [ H a. It follows evidently that Ý b A s H a s 0. Hence,s I Ž0, s. ssa s IN
we have
pp< <S a F C a kŽ .ˆH k p
I _ IN
pm y1 p b jy1N M 2pi¤ l ] sŽ .Nq A expÝ Ý ÝsM mNq1 Nssaw x ¤s0ls0, lf a , b
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ps C a kŽ .ˆp
p
2pi j l ] sŽ .
exp y 1m y1 p bN M mN Nq AÝ Ý s 2pi l ] sŽ .MNq1 ssaw xls0, lf a , b exp y 1
m y 1N
pF C a kŽ .ˆp
p
2pi j l ] sŽ .
expm y1 p bN M mN Nq AÝ Ý s 2pi l ] sŽ .MNq1 ssaw xls0, lf a , b exp y 1
m y 1N
p
m y1 p bN M 1Nq AÝ Ý s 2pi l ] sŽ .MNq1 ssaw xls0, lf a , b exp y 1
m y 1N
p
\ C a k q s q s .Ž .ˆp 1 2
w xFirst we deal with s . To this end we consider the interval 0, m y 12 N
w U U xas a circle and in this sense we let a , b be the interval which contains
w x U U Ž . Ža , b as its center and b y a s 3 b y a or, if this is impossible, we
w U U x w x.let a , b [ 0, m y 1 . Furthermore, let s be decomposed as fol-N 2
lows: s s s q s , where s is the subsum in s with respect to the2 21 22 21 2
w U U x w xindices l s 0, . . . , m y 1 such that l g a , b _ a , b . Then Holder’s¨N








U Uw x w xlg a , b _ a , b





< <= AÝ Ý s p l y sŽ .U Uw x w x w x 0lg a , b _ a , b sg a , b 0sin
mN
M pN 1ypr2F C b y a q 1Ž .p MNq1
pr22mN
< <= AÝ Ý sž /< <l y sž /U Uw x w x w xlg a , b _ a , b sg a , b
1ypr2py1F C M b y a q 1Ž .p Nq1
pr22
1
< <= A .Ý Ý s < <ž /l y sž /U Uw x w x w xlg a , b _ a , b sg a , b
2 Ž .Taking into account the L -boundedness of the discrete Hilbert trans-
Ž w x.form see e.g. Zygmund 11 it follows that
pr2
1ypr2 2py1 < <s F C M b y a q 1 AŽ . Ý21 p Nq1 sž /
w xsg a , b
pr225 5a ‘1ypr2py1F C M b y a q 1 F C .Ž . Ýp Nq1 p2ž /MNq1w xsg a , b
Now, let us investigate s . We recall that Ý A s 0, therefore22 sgw a , b x s
m y1p NM 1N





2pi l ] sŽ .0 0exp y 1
mN
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w xwhere s is the ‘‘middle’’ point of a , b , i.e., s is the integer part of0 0
Ž .a q b r2. Thus
m y1p NM 1N





2pi l ] sŽ .0 0exp y 1
mN
pp m y1p N5 5 < <M a m s y s‘N N 0F C Ý Ýp p < < < <ž /M M l y s ? l y sU UNq1 Nq1 0w x w xls0, lf a , b sg a , b
pm y1N < <1 s y s0F C Ý Ýp < < < <ž /b y a q 1 l y s ? l y sU U 0w x w xls0, lf a , b sg a , b
pm y1N 1py1F C b y a q 1 ,Ž . Ý Ýp < < < <ž /l y s ? l y sU U 0w x w xls0, lf a , b sg a , b
which is obviously bounded for all 0 - p F 1 if m is bounded. If m is
unbounded then for 1r2 - p F 1 we have
pm y1N 1py1
b y a q 1Ž . Ý Ý < < < <ž /l y s ? l y sU U 0w x w xls0, lf a , b sg a , b
p
‘ 1py1F C b y a q 1Ž . Ý Ýp 2ž /b y a q 1 q sŽ .ss0 w xsg a , b
‘ 12 py1F C b y a q 1 F C .Ž . Ýp p2 p
b y a q 1 q sŽ .ss0
A suitable estimation for s can be given as1
m y1 pN M 1N




2pik l ] sŽ .N
= A expÝ s mNw xsg a , b
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2pi l ] s 2pi l ] sŽ . Ž .0 0exp y 1 exp y 1
m mN N
where
2pik l ] s 2pik s 2pik lŽ .N N N
A exp s a exp expÝ Ý Hs ž /m m mŽ .I 0, sN N NNw x w xsg a , b sg a , b
2pik lNk Ns ar expÝ H Nž / mŽ .I 0, s NNw xsg a , b
2pik lNs aC expH k MN Nž / mI N
2pik lNs a k exp .Ž .ˆ
mN
The last equality implies that
s F s q s1 11 12
m y1p NM 1 pN
[ a kŽ .ˆÝ pM p l y sŽ .Nq1 w x 0ls0, lf a , b p2 sin
mN




2pi l ] s 2pi l ] sŽ . Ž .0 0exp y 1 exp y 1
m mN N
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The first term, s , can be estimated very easily. Indeed,11
m y1p p pNM m Mp pN N N p 1yps F C a k F C a k m mŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆÝ p11 p p N N< <M l y s MNq1 0 Nq1w xls0, lf a , b
p py1F C a k M .Ž .ˆp N
Furthermore, let us decompose s into the sum12
m y1N
Ž0. Ž1.s s s q s [ ??? q ??? .Ý Ý12
U U U Uw x w x w xls0, lf a , b ls0, lg a , b _ a , b
Ž0. Ž0. ŽThen s can be estimated as s and we get s F C for 1r2 - p22 p
. Ž1.F 1 if m is unbounded and for all 0 - p F 1 if m is bounded . For s it
follows in a way analogous to that for s , s that s Ž1. F C q21 11 p
py1 < Ž . < pC M a k .ˆp N
Ž .Now, let N 2 n G N q 1, x g I _ I, and k s jM , . . . , j q 1 M y 1N n n
Ž . Ž .for some j s 1, . . . , m y 1. Then by 1 and 2n
p
S a x s a t C x y tŽ . Ž . Ž .˙Hk k
I
p
m y1Ny1 n l
¤= k M q r x y t D x y t dtŽ . Ž .˙ ˙Ý Ý Ýl l l Mlž /ls0 lsN ¤sm ykl l
Ny1
F k M a k q a t C x y tŽ . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˙Ý Hl l kž Ils0
p
m y1n l
¤= r x y t D x y t dtŽ . Ž .˙ ˙Ý Ý l Ml /lsN ¤sm ykl l
ppF C M a kŽ .ˆp N
pm y1n l
¤q a t C x y t r x y t D x y t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙ ˙Ý Ý H k l Ml
IlsN ¤sm ykl l
pp Ž2.\ C M a k q S x .Ž . Ž .ˆp N k
This leads to
pp Ž2.< <S a F C a k q S .Ž .ˆH Hk p k
I _ I I _ IN N
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Hence we need to investigate S Ž2. on the set I _ I. To this end letk N
Ž .x g I _ I, then x y t g I _ I holds for all t g I. Therefore, 2 im-˙N N Nq1
Ž . Ž .plies that D x y t s 0 l s N q 1, . . . and so˙Ml
pm y1N
Ž2. p ¤S x s M a t C x y t r x y t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙Ý Ý Hk N k N
Ž .I 0, lN¤sm yk w xlg a , bN N
pm y1N
p k q¤Ns M a t C t r x y t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .˙˜Ý Ý HN k N
Ž .I 0, lN¤sm yk w xlg a , bN N
˜ n Ž w x.where k [ Ý k M . Denote by B l g a , b the integral B [jsNq1 j j l l
Ž .H a t C t dt, thenŽ .I Ž0, l . kN
m y1N
Ž2. Ž2.S s SÝH Hk k
Ž .I _ I I 0, sN Nw xss0, sf a , b
pm y1 k y1N N 2pi¤ s ] lŽ .
ps M B expÝ Ý ÝHN l mŽ .I 0, s NNw x w x ¤s0ss0, sf a , b lg a , b
p
2p ik s ] lŽ .N
exp y 1m y1p NM mN Ns BÝ Ý l 2p ı s ] lŽ .MNq1 w x w xss0, sf a , b lg a , b exp y 1
mN
p
2pik s ] lŽ .N
expm y1p NM mN NF BÝ Ý l 2pi s ] lŽ .MNq1 w x w xss0, sf a , b lg a , b exp y 1
mN
p
m y1p NM 1Nq BÝ Ý l 2pi s ] lŽ .MNq1 w x w xss0, sf a , b lg a , b exp y 1
mN
\ s q s .3 4
˜ p< Ž . <As for s we get the analogous estimation s F C a k q C whenˆ1 3 p p
Ž .1r2 - p F 1 and for all 0 - p F 1 if m is bounded . Furthermore, if we
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consider s as the sum4
p
pM 1N
s s BÝ Ý4 l 2pi s ] lŽ .M U UNq1 w x w x w xsg a , b _ a , b lg a , b exp y 1
mN
p
m y1p NM 1Nq B ,Ý Ý l 2pi s ] lŽ .M U UNq1 w x w xss0, sf a , b lg a , b exp y 1
mN
˜ p< Ž . <then s F C q C a k can be obtained in a way analogous to similarˆ4 p p
estimations for s , s .21 22
Let a# be defined by
¡0 x g G _ IŽ .m Nq1
b
1rpy1~ b y a q 1 a 0, . . . , 0, l , x , x , . . .a# x [ Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý Nq1 Nq2
lsa¢ x g I .Ž .Nq1
It is not difficult to see that a# is a p-atom supported on I and thatNq1
1r py1 ˜< Ž . < Ž . < Ž . <a# k is nothing other than b y a q 1 a k . In other words,ˆ ˆ
p ppy1˜a k s b y a q 1 a# kŽ . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆ
and so
pŽ2.S F C q C a# k .Ž .ˆH k p p
I _ IN
Summarized, the above facts give us for N 2 k G MN
p pp5 5S a F C q C a k q C a# k ,Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆpk p p p
Ž w x. Ž .therefore see Simon and Weisz’s result 6 12 follows:
Ž .m y1 jq1 M y1‘ n n1 p5 5S aÝ Ý Ý pk2ypjMŽ .msN js1 ksjMn n
p p
‘ ‘ ‘ ‘1 1 a k a# kŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆ
F C q C q CÝ Ý Ý Ýp p p1yp 2yp 2yp 2ypM j k knnsN js1 ksM ksMN N
F C .p
PETER SIMON´68
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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